Year 5

Week Beginning
Monday 15th June 2020

ENGLISH TASKS FOR THIS WEEK

OTHER SUBJECT TASKS

Visit the White Rose website and select this week
From each daily lesson you can also access the
BBC’s BiteSize lessons for the same topic.
Today’s Lesson
Understand Percentages

Look at your spellings for this week and complete your
first Write/Cover activity. This week I would like you to
create a word search using your spellings. You could
challenge someone in your house to complete your
wordsearch, or set it aside and do it yourself at the end
of the week.

Visit the White Rose website and select this week
From each daily lesson you can also access the
BBC’s BiteSize lessons for the same topic.
Today’s Lesson
Percentages as Fractions and Decimals

This week we will be continuing to think about news.
You will be writing a newspaper article about yourself,
or your family. This could be about something like a
sporting achievement, new baby in the family, an event
or anything else significant that has happened. Today
you should use the sheet to plan your article.
Remember, include as much detail as you can.

Wednesday

DAY

Visit the White Rose website and select this week
From each daily lesson you can also access the
BBC’s BiteSize lessons for the same topic.
Today’s Lesson
Adding Decimals (same number of decimals)

Today you are going to be writing your news article
about yourself. Use the writing frame and remember to
talk about who, what, where, when and why in your
writing. You can use the template, or you could design
your own layout.

Visit the White Rose website and select this week
From each daily lesson you can also access the
BBC’s BiteSize lessons for the same topic.
Today’s Lesson
Adding Decimals (different number of decimals)

Today you will be thinking about captions. They are the
small pieces of text that go with a picture in a
newspaper. Complete the worksheet by writing captions
for each of the pictures. For the final picture you can
draw your own, or find a photo to use.

Visit the White Rose website for this week. Try
the BiteSize challenge. Also, complete your Times
Tables Rock Stars challenges.

Comprehension – Please complete the comprehension
activity based on this week’s news. You will need to
read the text carefully before answering the questions
and if there are any words you don’t understand use a
dictionary or the internet to define them.
Don’t forget to test your spellings!

PE – This week I would like you to work on your
core strength. Get into a plan position and time
yourself, or get someone to time you. How long
can you hold the position? Make a note of the time
and then each day I’d like you to try and beat
today’s time. Record your times on the sheet.
History – This week I would like you to create a
poster, or a series of posters showing everything
you have learned about the Vikings so far. Imagine
that it will be going on the wall in our classroom!
You should include information about:
- Who they were
- Where they came from
- Why they came here
- Viking ships
- Viking clothing
- Viking writing
Your work should be attractive as well as including
lots of information about the things we have learned
so far.
Art –This week I would like you to try some still
life drawing. This mean drawing an object on
pencil. I have attached some examples for you to
have a look at. Notice how they are shaded, and
how they are made to look realistic using light and
dark marks on the page.
PSHE – There is a lot of discussion this week about
statues. Some think that certain people from history
do not deserve a statue. I would like to know who
you think does deserve one. Design a statue of
someone and describe your reasons for the person
you have chosen.

Friday

Tuesday

Monday

MATHEMATICS

Thursday

This week you will be continuing to think about news, this time writing some news about yourself. You will also be writing captions for some photos from current news
events. You will also be continuing to think about fractions, decimals and percentages and I would like to say how impressed I have been with your brilliant work on this
challenging topic. Thank you for all of your hard work so far, you are doing brilliantly and I can’t wait to see what appears on SeeSaw this week! Stay safe! Mr Mallinson.

